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***

Some call it the New World Order, others call it ‘the liberal international order’ or Globalism.

Whatever they call it, the idea is real and it is not a conspiracy theory, it is a plan that has
been pushed by the establishment to rule the world for quite some time.

Several politicians including former US President George H.W. Bush, Henry Kissinger to
banking moguls such as David Rockefeller to the mainstream-media all have said at one
time or another that the New World Order is inevitable.  Last November,The New York Times
published  an  opinion  piece  ‘The  New  World  Order  That  President  Biden  Will  Inherit’
concluded that the idea of a new world order will return to the White House with Biden at
the helm,

“President-elect  Biden has signaled that he intends to lead America back into the
international arena, and whatever their qualms or doubts, America’s friends and allies
should not wait to join forces in tackling the business of the day — a global pandemic
and the future of the planet, to name just two items on the agenda.”

In 2017, as vice-president under then-President Obama, Biden gave his last speech at the
World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland on the accomplishments of the New World
Order led by the US and its European allies, “For the past seven decades, the choices we
have made—particularly the United States and our Allies in Europe—have steered our world
down a clear path”  he said.  Biden claimed that the world actually “enjoyed”  what he
termed the “liberal international order”,

“Our careful attention to building and sustaining a liberal international order—with the
United States and Europe at its core—was the bedrock of the success the world enjoyed
in the second half of the 20th Century.” He said that it was the US together with Europe
who has pushed the world into a “just direction”,

“After World War II, we drew a line under centuries of conflict and took steps to bend the arc
of history in a more just direction.”  However, since 1945, the US has bombed numerous
countries  including  Korea  (1950-53),Vietnam,  Laos  and  Cambodia  (1955-75),
Yugoslavia–Serbia (1999),  Iraq (1997-present),  Afghanistan (2001-present),  Libya (2011)
and Syria (2014-present) and many other nations since the end of World War II including US-
backed coups, imposing harsh economic sanctions and assassinating political leaders. Yet,
Biden said the world is much more safer than ever before with the US and its European
allies in charge of the order,
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“If you look at the long sweep of history, or even just the trend lines in wars and other
incidents of large-scale violence over the past 50, 60, 70 years—as a practical matter,
we are probably safer than ever, But it doesn’t feel that way” he says.

Yes,  it  does not  feel  that  way because the US and its  allies  have created chaos and
destruction with their regime change policies and interventions around the world since the
end of WWII. “Daily images of violence and unrest from all over the world are shared directly
on our televisions and smart phones—images we rarely would have seen in a pre-digital
age.”  Here is where his hypocrisy shines “It’s fostered a feeling of perpetual chaos—of
being overrun by outside forces.” The “outside forces” he claimed that was responsible for
creating “perpetual chaos” was mostly conducted by his own CIA and the Military-Industrial
Complex.

In 1992, The Wall Street Journal tapped then Senator Joseph Biden to write an article ‘How I
Learned to Love the New World Order’ where he said that “Imagine my surprise when a Wall
Street Journal editorial appointed me dean of the Pat Buchanan school of neo-isolationism.”

Biden was referring to Patrick Buchanan, a long-time anti-globalist who worked as a senior
advisor to three presidents and was a two-time presidential nominee for the Republican
Party and a presidential nominee for the reform party in 2000.  He is a journalist and has
authored numerous books including ‘A  Republic,  Not  an Empire:.  Reclaiming America’s
Destiny‘  An interesting article from 2013 on Buchanan’s website www.buchanan.org ‘ titled
‘Why Neo-Isolationism Is Soaring’ quotes what Buchanan thought about globalism or the
New World Order, “Neo-isolationism is the direct product of foolish globalism. … Compared
to people who thought  they could run the universe,  or  at  least  the globe,  I  am neo-
isolationist and proud of it.”  Buchanan is clearly adamant about ending the US empire:

The roots of the new isolationism are not difficult to discern. There is, first, the
end of  the Cold War,  the liberation of  the captive nations of  Europe,  the
dissolution of our great adversary, the Soviet Empire, and the breakup of the
Soviet Union. The Cold War, our war, was over. Time to come home.  The
Bushes and Bill Clinton said no.  So we let the New World Order crowd have its
run in  the yard.  We invaded Panama,  intervened in  Haiti  and Mogadishu,
launched Desert Storm to liberate Kuwait, bombed Serbia for 78 days to force
it to surrender its cradle province of Kosovo.

Came then the blowback of 9/11, following which we had the Afghan war to
overthrow the Taliban and create a new democracy in the Hindu Kush, the
invasion and occupation of Iraq to strip Saddam Hussein of weapons of mass
destruction he did not have, and the air war on Libya.  Others may celebrate
the fruits of these wars but consider the costs:

A decade of bleeding with 8,000 U.S. dead, 40,000 wounded, $2 trillion sunk,
Iraq and Libya disintegrating in tribal, civil and sectarian war, Afghanistan on
the  precipice,  and  al-Qaida  no  longer  confined  to  Tora  Bora  but  active  in
Pakistan,  Libya,  Iraq,  Yemen  and  Syria

Biden was basically mocking Buchanan’s ideas of being an isolationist at the time.  Many
people in Washington, D.C. did not agree with Buchanan’s assessment of ending the US
empire around the world.  Biden is the complete opposite, he wrote “Believing that the
Pentagon’s new strategy-America as globo-cop-could render the United States a hollow
superpower.”  He continued “all agree we need the military to defend our vital interests-by
ourselves when need be,  The question is grand strategy. With the journal’s endorsement,
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the pentagon has called for a Pax-Americana: The U.S. should cast so large a military
shadow that no rival dare emerge.”   As Biden continued his argument for a US-led world
order, he rejected Buchanan’s “America First” isolationist policy:

Pat Buchanan’s “America First” preaches martyrdom: We’ve been suckered into fighting
“other”  people’s  battles  and defending “other”  people’s  interests.  With our  dismal
economy, this siren song holds some appeal.

But most Americans, myself included, reject 1930s-style isolationism. They expect to
see  the  strong  hand  of  American  leadership  in  world  affairs,  and  they  know  that
economic  retreat  would  yield  nothing other  than a  lower  standard  of  living.  They
understand further that many security threats — the spread of high-tech weapons,
environmental  degradation,  overpopulation,  narcotics  trafficking,  migration  —  require
global solutions

Biden said that being a “globocop” comes with the ability to use its economic influence as a
diplomatic tool and by using NATO’s containment policy as a strategy.  Biden asked the
question,  “What  about  America  as  globocop?”  he  continued  ”  First,  our  21st-century
strategy has to be a shade more clever than Mao’s axiom that power comes from the barrel
of a gun. Power also emanates from a solid bank balance, the ability to dominate and
penetrate markets, and the economic leverage to wield diplomatic clout.”  Biden also called
for an aggressive foreign policy against those who are considered rogue states or simply
put, those who don’t follow the rules:

Second, the plan is passive where it needs to be aggressive. The Journal endorses a
global security system in which we destroy rogue-state threats as they arise. Fine, but
let’s prevent such problems early rather than curing them late. Having contained Soviet
communism until it dissolved, we need a new strategy of “containment” — based, like
NATO, on collective action, but directed against weapons proliferation.

The reality is that we can slow proliferation to a snail’s pace if we stop irresponsible
technology transfers. Fortunately, nearly all suppliers are finally showing restraint. The
maverick is China, which persists in hawking sensitive weapons and technology to the
likes of Syria, Iran, Libya, Algeria and Pakistan — even while pledging otherwise

Biden’s conclusion on how the U.S. and its allies can succeed in establishing a world order
through a revised United Nations charter:

Rather than denigrating collective security, we should regularize the kind of multilateral
response we assembled for the Gulf War. Why not breathe life into the U.N. Charter? It
envisages a permanent commitment of forces, for use by the Security Council. That means a
presumption of collective action — but with a U.S. veto.

Rather than defending military extravagance, the Bush administration should be reallocating
Pentagon funds to meet more urgent security needs: sustaining democracy in the former
Soviet empire; supporting U.N. peacekeepers in Yugoslavia, Cambodia and El Salvador; and
rebuilding a weakened and debt-burdened America.

If Pentagon strategists and their kneejerk supporters could broaden their horizons, they
would see how our superpower status is best assured. We must get lean militarily, revitalize
American economic strength, and exercise a diplomatic leadership that puts new muscle
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into institutions of collective security

During the George W. Bush administration, then Senator Joe Biden was the chair of the
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations supported the Authorization for Use of Military Force
Against Iraq Resolution of 2002that granted President Bush the authority to invade Iraq. 
The war in Iraq has killed more than a million Iraqis with millions more injured including
those who suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) from the horrors of war.  There
are over 4,800 US military deaths and 10s of thousands more seriously injured.  Many US
soldiers  also  suffer  from  PTSD  who  eventually  end  up  committing  suicide.   Biden  also
supported the wars against Serbia in 1999 followed by his support for the wars in Libya and
then Syria.

In his Wall Street Journal piece, President Biden said that the liberal international order
establishment faces many obstacles including security threats such as the proliferation of
high-tech weaponry, the environment, overpopulation, immigration issues on south of the
US  border  and  drug  trafficking,  all  “require  global  solutions.”  One  of  his  main  issues  he
spoke  about  was  overpopulation.

CNN  recently  reported  with  enthusiasm  ‘Biden  signs  memorandum  reversing  Trump
abortion  access  restrictions’  said  that  “President  Joe  Biden  signed  a  presidential
memorandum on Thursday to  reverse restrictions on abortion access domestically  and
abroad imposed and expanded by the Trump administration.”

According to the report

“The memorandum will “reverse my predecessor’s attack on women’s health access”
and that it “relates to protecting women’s health at home and abroad, and it reinstates
the changes that were made to Title X and other things making it harder for women to
have access to affordable health care as it relates to their reproductive rights.”

The memorandum reverses the Mexico City Policy  which is  “a ban on US government
funding  for  foreign  nonprofits  that  perform  or  promote  abortions.”   Obviously,  abortions
reduce population growth and that’s a goal of the establishment because with less people
on the planet, it is much easier to control the remaining population. A dream come true for
the establishment.

Who knows how long Biden has in office since his mental capabilities are in decline, but it is
certain that he will introduce many aspects of his liberal international order while he’s still in
office.   Rest  assured,  Biden,  Kamala  Harris  or  whoever  takes  his  position  will  continue  to
implement policies that will complement the establishment who seeks to rule the world by
coercion or even by force, if needed.

*
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Timothy Alexander Guzman writes on his blog site, Silent Crow News, where this article was
originally published. He is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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